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Abstract:
Around 45 odd signs out of the total number of Harappan signs found make up almost 100 percent of the inscriptions, in some form or other, as said earlier. Out of these 45 signs, around 40 are readily distinguishable. These form an almost exclusive and unique set. The primary signs are seen to have many variants, as in Brahmī. Many of these provide us with quite a vivid picture of their evolution, depending upon the factors of time, place and usefulness. Even minor adjustments in such signs, depending upon these factors, are noteworthy. Many of the signs in this list are the same as or are very similar to the corresponding Brahmī signs. These are similarities that simply cannot arise from mere chance. It is also to be noted that the most frequently used signs in the Brahmī look so similar to the most frequent Harappan symbols. The Harappan script transformed naturally into the Brahmī, depending upon the factors channelizing evolution of scripts.

Brahmi Signs:
Though a few variants of the Brahmī alphabet system have been known to exist, with the evolution of Brahmī characters, the core signs are seen to be quite consistent over time. The syntax of their usage has also been found to be roughly consistent throughout this evolution process. Lists of Brahmī numerals, vowels and consonants are provided here in fig. 2 and fig. 3, respectively:
**Fig. 2: Brahmi numerals from 1-9.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>Í</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Ű</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ೊ</td>
<td>ೋ</td>
<td>೎</td>
<td>೑</td>
<td>೒</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>ೝ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ka</th>
<th>kha</th>
<th>ga</th>
<th>gha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>೏</td>
<td>೐</td>
<td>೒</td>
<td>೓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ċa</th>
<th>ċha</th>
<th>ja</th>
<th>jha</th>
<th>ña</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ೕ</td>
<td>ೖ</td>
<td>೓</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>೜</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ta</th>
<th>tha</th>
<th>da</th>
<th>dha</th>
<th>na</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>೓</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>ೕ</td>
<td>ೖ</td>
<td>೗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pa</th>
<th>pha</th>
<th>ba</th>
<th>bha</th>
<th>ma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>೓</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>ೕ</td>
<td>ೖ</td>
<td>೗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yā</th>
<th>ra</th>
<th>la</th>
<th>ṃa</th>
<th>va</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>೓</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>ೕ</td>
<td>ೖ</td>
<td>೗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sa, śa</th>
<th>ṣa</th>
<th>śa</th>
<th>sa</th>
<th>ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>೓</td>
<td>೔</td>
<td>ೕ</td>
<td>ೖ</td>
<td>೗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These are the commonly used Brahmi characters used over time. As we can see from the lists, few variants of many of the characters have been used. Classical Sanskrit and Prakrit variants use around 49 characters, including 14 vowels, 33 consonants and 2 special characters. The consonants are divided into guttural, palatal, retroflex, dental, labial, semi-vowels, sibilants and the aspirate. However, a few of the Brahmi characters became less commonly used over time, making the total number of commonly used characters at around 45. The vowels that became less and less used over time include r (short), used as in Krsna (Krishna); r (long), used as in pitranam (pitrnam, or of father/fathers), etc.

Of these 45 odd Brahmi characters, as expected with any alphabet, only a few occur in inscriptions most of the times. A frequency-analysis of the occurrence of these characters may be performed. Such study of the frequency of occurrence of signs gives us a good idea about the sounds most prevalent in a given system of writing. The 10 most commonly used consonants in the Brahmi script, roughly based on the descending order of frequencies, is shown in fig.:

These 10 symbols together make up more than 70 percent of usage of characters in the Brahmi. The accompanying sounds are among the highest in priority of usage in the underlying language families (Sanskritic or Prakritic, as the case might be). It may be noted that some of the Brahmi characters, like the symbol for ‘ra’, took a variety of forms. Time and place must have played a big role in determining the form of these symbols being used. Moreover, the underlying language too must have contributed towards making a given sound being more often used than others. For example, both these language families have a tendency to end words with the sounds ‘sa’ or ‘sya’. We find the symbols for both ‘sa’ and ‘ya’ to be in the list of most commonly used Brahmi characters for this reason.

As we look at the evolution of the Brahmi signs over time, we find (much expectedly, as with any other script) that there is a tendency of them towards becoming more and more compact and simpler to write. This seems to be one of the most prominent driving force behind the evolution of scripts. Minor adjustments depending upon time and place are expected though. However, if we concentrate our attention on the ‘big picture’ of evolution, we inevitably arrive
at such a trend. Just to get a rough idea of this, we may consider the evolution of a few Brahmi signs over time into corresponding characters of the modern Devanagri script (a daughter-script). Fig. 5 shows the concerned evolution of a few characters over time.

Apart from the evolution of signs, resulting from a push towards a growing convenience of use, the signs may also shift their places in the list of prominence of use. This shift takes place over time and may also involve local influences of culture. For example, with the evolution of the underlying language itself, a few of the characters (corresponding to various sounds) of a script may become less used, while some others may come to use more often. However, such a shift of the characters in the prominence-list is a very gradual process, generally, leaving behind trail marks of telltale signs for us to investigate.

![Fig. 5: Evolution of a few Devanagri characters over time.](image)

In the Brahmi script, apart from the 10 characters included in the priority-list of usage, the symbol or ‘ca’ too is a very often used one. It gained in prominence over time. Other symbols
included in the list which seem to have gained in priority of usage, are ‘ta’, ‘va’, ‘ra’, ‘ka’, etc. Symbols that seem to have lost prominence over time, a little bit, include ‘sa’, ‘ma’, ‘pa’, etc.

However, in most cases, this shift is not very pronounced. Most of these shifting of places by the Brahmi symbols, with a few exceptions, averages less than 3 percent, over a period of approximately 1600 years. Some of the exceptions, though, have a much larger shift. Another trend that is to be noted, not only in the Brahmi, but also in any script, is that symbols and sounds, with less probability of occurrence, change their positions very little over time. In fact, less the probability of occurrence of a given sign, less is the probability of it being shifted in the priority list. This is seen to be the general trend with the Brahmi characters and sounds too.

Symbols placed near the top of the priority list, on the other hand, are seen to have a much larger probability of being shifted about. The percentage gain or loss in priority of usage for a few among them may even be quite substantial. Over certain periods of time, a few from these few signs, with a large enough gain or loss in percentage, may be seen to shuffle places to and fro. Studying these over large enough periods, though, reveals that the average all these shifts in percentages is more constant than the individual variations. In a very few (and exceptional) cases only, there may be a sudden and large change in position in the priority list. More often than not such sudden shifting is seen to be resulting from a loss in priority and not from a percentage gain in usage.

The Brahmi family of symbols, being used over a vast area and over millennia, had a number of variations, as expected. The various symbols used for sounds like ‘ra’, ‘e’, etc., are instances supporting this point. It is such variations in the Brahmi script, depending upon temporal and spatial elements that indeed gave rise to its ‘daughter scripts’ later on. These variations, evolving separately, gave rise to scripts pertaining to Devanagri, Bengali, Tamil, Punjabi, etc.

Harappan Signs:

It is known to us that the Harappan signs were being used in several parts of the Indian subcontinent until around 400 BCE. There seems to be a gradual and natural transformation of these signs into the Brahmi, later on. The total number of the Harappan signs and their derivatives, found till date, are quite a few (around 400), though. But looking deeper, a much smaller core set of symbols emerge and these few signs seem to give rise to the rest, in the form of conjuncts and ligatures. The 10 most commonly used Harappan symbols is shown in fig.:

Fig. 6: 10 signs in Harappan that have the maximum frequencies of occurrence.
Around 45 odd signs out of the total number of Harappan signs found make up almost 100 percent of the inscriptions, in some form or other, as said earlier. Out of these 45 signs, around 40 are readily distinguishable. These form an almost exclusive and unique set. The primary signs are seen to have many variants, as in Brahmī. Many of these provide us with quite a vivid picture of their evolution, depending upon the factors of time, place and usefulness. Even minor adjustments in such signs, depending upon these factors, are noteworthy. Here is a list of such signs in the Harappan:

Fig. 7 : List of a few basic Harappan signs.
Many of the signs in this list are the same as or are very similar to the corresponding Brahmi signs. These are similarities that simply cannot arise from mere chance. It is also to be noted that the most frequently used signs in the Brahmi look so similar to the most frequent Harappan symbols. The signs for ‘va’, ‘ta’, etc., in the Brahmi script are a few such instances, where we have corresponding same or similar signs in the Harappan. A statistical analysis of usage of both the scripts reveals a further degree of similarity. There are, sometimes, a number of archaic forms of the same symbols found in the Harappan.

The Harappan script transformed naturally into the Brahmi, depending upon the factors channelizing evolution of scripts. We can consider a few examples of this natural evolution and study the natural evolution involved. This is similar to the evolution of the Devanagri and other daughter scripts from the Brahmi itself. Let us concentrate on the letter ‘ta’ in the Brahmi. There is no denying the fact that it is a direct transformation of the corresponding Harappan sign as shown in fig. 8.

![Fig. 8: Transformation of the symbol for ‘ta’](image)

The sign in Brahmi for the sound ‘pa’ is another case in point. Using the principles of compactness, ease of writing and ‘running strokes’, we can very well explain its evolution from the corresponding Harappan sign. Fig. 9 shows this transformation.

![Fig. 9: Transformation of the symbol for ‘pa’](image)

A similar evolutionary trait is seen in the transformation of the symbol for ‘sa’. The ‘urn’ sign in the Harappan is a precursor to the later ‘sa’ in the Brahmi, fig. 10. This symbol is particularly frequent in the copper tablets.

![Fig. 10: Transformation of the symbol for ‘sa’](image)

We find many versions of the same symbols, with minor and progressive changes, in the Harappan, as well as in the Brahmi. This very ‘urn’ symbol is a case in point. Such gradual
transformation is a feature common not only with the Brahmi family of scripts, but with any script in the world. The evolution of the modern English alphabet and the number system too shares this feature.

The symbol for ‘da’ in the Brahmi is another example in this regard. Its evolution is an excellent example of how a change in orientation brings about transformation, fig. .

![Fig. 11: Transformation of the symbol for ‘da’](image1)
(Note the change in orientation).

We find allographs of the same signs in the Harappan inscriptions. This is a clear marker of the change in symbols with evolution of the script. With time, the signs evolved, making them more and more compact and easier to write. The ‘crab’ sign, common in the inscriptions, may be considered as an example, fig. .

![Fig. 12: Transformation of the ‘crab’ sign](image2)
(After Parpola.)

In fact, both the ‘crab’ sign and the ‘fish’ sign must have evolved together to form the later day variants for ‘ma’. Fig. and fig. shows the conversions involved.

![Fig. 13: Transformation of the ‘crab’ sign into ‘ma’ in Brahmi](image3)
Fig. 14: Transformation of the ‘fish’ sign into ‘ma’ in Brahmi.

A similar transformation in shape happened with the symbol for ‘pha’ in the Brahmi, fig. . Here a few strokes are seen to be omitted in later versions, for simplicity of writing.

Fig. 15: Transformation of the symbol for ‘pha’

Another Brahmi sign that may be considered in this regard is the symbol for ‘ai’. Similar to the signs for ‘ma’, here too we find variants that seem to have evolved from the original variants in the Harappan. Fig. 16 and fig 17 show this conversion.

Fig. 16 and fig. 17: Transformation of the symbol for ‘ai’

It is possible that we come across a few more intermediate variants of such signs. Finding such intermediates may further enhance our understanding of the evolution of the Harappan symbols into the Brahmi alphabet. Moreover, this will provide us with even better means to script the complete history of this evolution.
Inscriptions:

The inscriptions need to be investigated in the light of the list of signs that we have found. A few of the major inscriptions, that are found, have been investigated here. The major seals the inscriptions on which we have tried to read include M-314a, H-129a, H-130a, H-131a, H-132a, H-133a, H-134a, H-135a, H-136a, H-137a, H-150a, M-373a, M-478a, K-15a, H-255a, H-375-A, MD-1429, M-899a, C-23a, M-288a, M-112, M-241, H-669, H-723, M-172, H-6, M-1202 and H-9. Among the major texts studied are text numbers 4002, 4003, 4004, 4005, 4006, 2901, 2847, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015, 4016, 4017, 4018, 4019, 4020, 4021, 4022, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4026, 4027 and 5256. These major inscriptions have been chosen for our study in particular because they represent the outwardly variations and the underlying singularity of the scripts.

Inscription on M-314a

[Diagram of inscriptions on M-314a]
The first of the inscriptions that we study is found on seal number M-314a. Being the longest known Harappan inscription found till today, it bears special significance. Depending upon the Harappan signs that we have already listed and upon the various known allographs of these signs, we decipher the possible underlying sounds and the meanings of the inscriptions. We will read the inscriptions from right to left for obvious reasons.

Possible Deciphered sounds:
3 (after 3 in Brahmi) tha 30 (allograph of 3 and zero) dha-ta (conjunct) ya ba pha (e) (separator) pa-ča (conjunct) ya-sa-ya (conjunct) sa
tha 2 ma-ṃ (conjunct) ma-ṇa (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) ai

Inscription on H-129a

Fig. 19 : H-129a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
pha (ma-s’a) (conjunct) ba 2 (stop) ma ma-ṃ (conjunct) sa ta ya

Inscription on H-130a

Fig. 20 : H-130a

dha-e (conjunct) ta ba-ka (conjunct) va 2 ba-ya (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) pa-ča (conjunct) tha 1 ya
Inscription on H-131a

The seal H-131a is broken at the edges. Therefore the inscription that we have seems to be incomplete.

Fig. 21 : H-131a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
...ŋa bha va 14 pa-ča (conjunct) 3 ma-ŋa (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) tha 2 ya...

Inscription on H-132a

Fig. 22 : H-132a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
10 ma-s’a (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) sa tha ya e 5 ba-ya (conjunct) ta- tha ya (conjunct)

Inscription on H-133a

This seal too is not in a very good condition. The inscription on one side is not that well preserved

Fig. 23 : H-133a
Possible Deciphered sounds:
... (?) 2 10 ha ma 1 ai sa

Inscription on H-134a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba 2-3 ma va ya sa

Inscription on H-135a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba 2 ba-ya (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) ha-ya (conjunct) sa

Inscription on H-136a

This seal is broken all over and the inscription on it is much distorted. Particularly the first characters from right are not clear.

Possible Deciphered sounds:
äa (??) ... ma pa-ča (conjunct) 3 bha-ai (conjunct) ya

Inscription on H-137a
Another seal-inscription from the Harappan region, with fairly well preserved inscription.

![Image of seal inscription](image)

Fig. 27 : H-137a

**Possible Deciphered sounds:**
- $ba$ 2 ma-s’a (conjunct) $pa$-ča (conjunct)
- 3 $ja$-ņa (conjunct) $kha$ sa

**Inscription on H-150a**

![Image of seal inscription](image)

Fig. 28 : H-150a

**Possible Deciphered sounds:**
- $ṭa$-ṭha (conjunct) three times $sa$ ta

**Inscription on M-373a**

This is another seal with probably incomplete inscription.

![Image of seal inscription](image)

Fig. 29 : M-373a

**Possible Deciphered sounds:**
- ... $ṭa$-ṭha (conjunct) $ja$ two times $tha$ ya two times

**Inscription on M-478a**

The inscription on this seal is particularly totemic and a lot of rebus has been used in it.
Possible Deciphered sounds:
(?) offering to a tree by a devotee 4 pa (ta) ya (?) worship-alter

Inscription on K-15a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
o tha two times o ba-ya (conjunct)
ba-ga ma-na-s’a (conjunct) s’a i-dha-i (conjunct) va-ta-ya (conjunct) ai sa-ya (conjunct)

Inscription on H-255A

Possible Deciphered sounds:
sa ya 2 ma-na (conjunct) ai

Inscription on M-375A
Fig. 33 : M-375A

Possible Deciphered sounds:
tha ū 2 ma ma-s’a (conjunct) ta-ya (conjunct) sa

Inscription on MD-1429

Fig. 34 : MD-1429

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba-ya (conjunct) 3 ma sa ba- s’a (conjunct) two times sa ta

Inscription on M-899a

This seal has the imprint of a one-horned animal (unicorn?) on it.

Fig. 35 : M-899a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ñ’a ta-ga-rő (conjunct) na-sa-tha (conjunct)

Inscription on C-23a

The inscription on the C-23a is quite totemic.
Possible Deciphered sounds:
- ta-dha (conjunct) ba
- 3 2 (?\ possibilities) (conjunct?)
- ka ja-na (conjunct) 3 ba-ka (conjunct) ta-dha (conjunct) va-ta-ya (conjunct)

Inscription on M-288a

Possible Deciphered sounds:
- ta-e-ta (conjunct) ta sa pha sa ta

Inscription on M-112

Possible Deciphered sounds:
- a bha-ai (conjunct) sa'ja 6 ma pa sa

Inscription on M-241
The leftmost character on this seal is not quite clear. However, it seems to be the symbol for the sound ‘ta’.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 39 : M-241

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\( \text{a bha-ai (conjunct) sa tha 2 sa ta} \)

Inscription on H-669

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 40 : H-669

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\( \text{2 ma sa} \)

Inscription on H-723

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 41 : H-723

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\( \text{tha 2 sa} \)

Inscription on M-172
Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba sa ma 9 s´a

Inscription on H-6

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba s´a 2 1 dha ḥa

Inscription on M-1202

Possible Deciphered sounds:
tha ḥa sa ha ta- ṃ (conjunct) sa

Inscription on H-9

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ma 7

**Text 4002**

![Diagram]

Fig. 46: text-4002

Possible Deciphered sounds:
- pa ka ba-*u* (conjunct) (the ‘u’ is after Brahmi)
- 9 bha-*ai* (conjunct) sa

**Text 4003**

![Diagram]

Fig. 47: text-4003

Possible Deciphered sounds:
- ja two times ta-*dha* (conjunct)
- 8 va two times 3 tha

**Text 4004**

![Diagram]

Fig. 48: text-4004

Possible Deciphered sounds:
- kha-*ja-ta* (conjunct)
- ō 2 ja-*jha* pa-*ča* (conjunct)
- ō

**Text 4005**
Fig. 49: text-4005

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba 2 ma-ŋ- s’a (conjunct) ma-ŋa (conjunct) ma ba-ya (conjunct) ŋa la ă sa

Text 4006

Fig. 50: text-4006

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba s’a 2 1 dha ỹha

Text 2901

Fig. 51: text-2901

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ma 7 bha-ai (conjunct) ta ai 2 ya
pa-10 (conjunct)
Text 2847

Possible Deciphered sounds:
sa-1 ta two times pa tha 2 7 ta two times ha ta- qa (conjunct) sa
a ka sa ta-ba (conjunct) (ṣha) tha 2
ba- s’a (conjunct) 10 pha sa ta-ba-tha (conjunct) pa three times ya

Text 4012

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ka two times kha sa-3 pha sa ma-s’a-ī (conjunct)
Text 4013
Possible Deciphered sounds:

ma-s’a (conjunct) pa-ča (conjunct) 3 pha ka-i sa

Text 4014

Possible Deciphered sounds:

ka two times sa-2 ba-ya (conjunct) 10 ha ma 12 ga sa

Text 4015

Possible Deciphered sounds:

ba-ya (conjunct) ha ma pa-ča (conjunct) 3 ai

Text 4016
Fig. 57: text-4016

Possible Deciphered sounds:
tha 1 10 ma-ŋa (conjunct) ma-s’a (conjunct) ja-ŋa (conjunct) sa

Text 4017

Fig. 58: text-4017

Possible Deciphered sounds:
2 ba sa 1 e-ya (conjunct) ba-ya (conjunct) ta-ba-tha-sa (conjunct)

Text 4018

Fig. 59: text-4018

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ţa two times sa

Text 4019
Fig. 60: text-4019

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ai kha ba-ya (conjunct) 2 ṣa la ā pha sa

Text 4020

Fig. 61: text-4020

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ṣa i ma 2 ba-ya (conjunct) pa-ča (conjunct) 3 7 bha-s’a (conjunct) sa

Text 4021

Fig. 62: text-4021

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba 2 pa-ča (conjunct) 3 7 bha-s’a (conjunct) sa

Text 4022
Possible Deciphered sounds:
\textit{ba 2 ba-ya} (conjunct) \textit{ma-m} (conjunct) \textit{ma-s’a} (conjunct) \textit{ai đa ta ya}

Text 4023

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\textit{ña-jha-na} (conjunct) \textit{ya 2 ba-ya} (conjunct) \textit{ma-s’a} (conjunct) \textit{jha-na} (conjunct) \textit{ṭa sa}

Text 4024

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\textit{ma-m} (conjunct) \textit{3 tha va}

Text 4025

Possible Deciphered sounds:
\textit{i kha 10 ha ma 12 sa ai đa}
Text 4026

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ai kha ma-ŋa (conjunct) sa a-na (conjunct)

Text 4027

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ka ba-ya (conjunct) ha ma ţa two times ba- s’a (conjunct)

Text 5256

Possible Deciphered sounds:
ba-ya (conjunct) ha ma’ţha-na (conjunct) ţa ŋa la ā va ya sa
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